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‘So YHVH created man in His own image; in the image of God He created him; male and female 
He created them. YHVH blessed them and said to them, Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the 
Earth and subdue it; rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air and every creature that 
crawls upon the Earth.’ – Genesis 1:27-28 
 
The purpose if this illustration is to highlight the specific day and time that the world 
turned 7 billion people according to WorldOMeter website. Specifically, how the meter 
turned all the digits to 7’s as that is what the count was for the 7 billion value. It is 
believed that many who study Biblical prophecy are noting this as a possible significant 
marker of how the world has reached a ‘fullness’ of sorts. Why? In the Bible, the number 
7 is very unique in that it is a prime number and is often considered lucky in many 
cultures. The number 7 is the foundation of YHVH's Word, as for example Creation is 
set to a Sabbatical Cycle of 7 days. 
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7,777,777,777  
 
According to BibleStudy.com, the number 7 signifies completeness and perfection, both 
in the physical and spiritual realms. It derives much of its meaning from being tied 
directly to YHVH's creation of all things. The Bible as a whole, was originally divided into 
7 major divisions. There are at least 7 men in the Old Testament who are specifically 
mentioned as ’Men of God’. The apostle Paul used 7 titles to refer to Christ. Jesus is 
quoted as giving 7 parables, etc.  
 
Jesus performed 7 miracles on God's holy Sabbath Day. There are 7 annual Holy Days 
of YHVH that many believe maps-out the Dispensations of time and the soon return of 
Jesus. In the book of Revelation there are 7 Churches, 7 Angels sent to the 7 Churches, 
7 Seals, 7 Trumpet Plagues, 7 Thunders and the 7 Last Plagues. There is the 
resurrection of the dead that takes place at the 7th trumpet. This completes the 
Tribulation Period that lasts 7 years to complete the 6000-year Dispensation of time. 
The last 1000 years corresponds to the 7th and last Dispensation of time. It will be at the 
end of this Millennial Kingdom that time will cease to exist as a new Heaven and Earth 
are made.  
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